I am STILL not supporting any of these options until we put Interstate Drive or another option
on the table. These options are a waste of money and do not allow Centennial and Center to be
equal. Why does Central still not good enough to have a large enough space and to not have
all our facilities so spread out. Why are we not good enough to allow our students to have
parking? Are they not equal to Centennial students? Why should our students suffer from the
chaos of renovation? Where do those classes go that will be affected in demolition? Where
would Art, and Band, and Wood shop, auto shop, science and so on go? In trailers? Seriously?
And so when I have students that once again need to make that choice between staying after and
getting help with a teacher or catching the bus to the practice field, are you going to explain why
they are still having to make that choice? So are you going to have police stationed between
areas to monitor our students traveling between areas? Cameras? We have students that watch
drug transactions going on around this area, homeless people camped out in the park. How will
you make our bell schedule? So not only will you make students go back and forth around the
buildings over blocks, but teachers as well? How does that work? PLEASE PUT
INTERSTATE DRIVE BACK ON THE OPTIONS. I refuse to support any of these options as
they are not equal to the other high school, and they are waste of money to be landlocked
still. Oh yeah, and this building has lots of asbestos ask the art teacher that went to remove a
bulletin board out of their room to find there was asbestos behind it. So how will the students be
safe while that is going on? We don't have the room now and you want us to deal with
renovations? Students COME FIRST and you are NOT thinking about students in any of these
scenarios. They asked for parking, bigger facilities, and athletics next to school and you
did NOT listen to them. So you are building a new school for the students....REALLY?
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